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In a nonparametric regression model with a multivariate explanatory variable we
consider the problem of testing the hypothesis that specific interactions in a canoni-
cal decomposition of the model vanish. A simple consistent test is developed which
is based on the difference between the corresponding sum of squares of the ordinary
ANOVA for the multi-factor case and a nonparametric variance estimator. This
presents an analogue of the classical ANOVA in the nonparametric regression
setup. Asymptotic normality of the introduced test statistic is derived under the null
hypothesis and under fixed alternatives. The finite sample behaviour of the proposed
procedures is illustrated by a small simulation study and a data example.  2000
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the common nonparametric regression model
Y= g(t)+=, (1.1)
where Y is the response variable, t=(t1 , ..., td)T is a d-dimensional predictor,
and = is a random error with mean 0 and variance _2>0. In principle the
regression function g in (1.1) can be estimated using standard nonparametric
methods (see, e.g., Ha rdle (1990)). However, it is well known that in practice
for higher-dimensional predictors these methods are less attractive because
of the so-called ‘‘curse of dimensionality.’’
One possibility to avoid these problems is to assume a more explicit
structure for the unknown regression function g. The most popular assump-
tion is that of additivity (see Friedman and Stuetzle (1981), Stone (1985), and
Buja et al. (1989)), i.e.,
g(1)(t)=c0+ :
d
j=1
cj (tj), (1.2)
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where c0 is a constant and c1 , ..., cd are unknown functions satisfying side
conditions in order to make this decomposition unique.
As pointed out by Sperlich et al. (1998) a weakness of the purely additive
model (1.2) is that interactions are completely ignored. These authors allow
additionally for second order interactions in the model (1.2), i.e.,
g(2)(t)=c0+ :
d
j1=1
cj1(tj1)+ :
1 j1< j22
cj1, j2(t j1 , tj2) (1.3)
(see also Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) or Tjo% stheim and Auestad (1994))
and propose a method for the estimation of the components in this model
using marginal integration. A more general decomposition of the model
(1.1) was discussed in Whaba et al. (1995) in a semiparametric context.
These authors assumed an exponential family for the error distribution and
proposed estimators of the components in the assumed model based on
spline smoothing methods. The corresponding analysis is called smoothing
spline ANOVA (see also Friedman (1991), Section 3.5, and Stone (1994)).
In the present paper we discuss the problem of testing higher order interac-
tions in the nonparametric regression model
g( p)(t)=c0+ :
d
j1=1
cj1(tj1)+ :
1 j1< j2d
cj1, j2(t j1 , tj2)
+ } } } + :
1 j1< } } } < jpd
cj1, ..., jp(tj1 , ..., t jp), (1.4)
where 1pd, c0 is a constant, cj1 , cj1, j2 , ..., cj1, ..., jp are unknown smooth
functions, and there are no specific distributional assumptions for the error.
The components in the decomposition (1.4) satisfy certain side conditions
which generalize the usual side conditions for parametric ANOVA to func-
tion spaces. Note that the choice p=1 in (1.4) yields the purely additive
structure (1.2) and p=2 gives a nonparametric regression including all
interactions of order 2 (see Sperlich et al. (1998)), while the case p=d
yields an alternative representation of the general nonparametric regression
(1.1). We are interested in the problem of testing the hypothesis
H ( j1 , ..., jk)0 : cj1 , ..., jk(tj1 , ..., tjk)#0 (1.5)
(1kp) which corresponds to a vanishing interaction between the
components tj1 , ..., t jk in the decomposition (1.4). We are also interested in
the problem of testing all interactions of order k simultaneously, i.e.,
H (k)0 : cj1, ..., jk(t j1 , ..., t jk)#0 \1 j1< } } } < jkd. (1.6)
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Note that there is a difference if the hypothesis (1.5) (or (1.6)) is tested in
the model g( p) (which involves only interactions of order p) or in the com-
plete model g= g(d ). The last-named testing problem can be regarded as an
extension of the classical ANOVA tests to quantitative factors. Of course,
a testing procedure for the hypothesis (1.5) (or (1.6)) could be implemented
in step-down multiple testing procedures for identifying the significant
interactions involved in the model (1.1) (see, e.g., Anderson (1962)). Tests
for the hypothesis of the form (1.5) are of particular interest if a test of
additivity in the general nonparametric regression model (1.1) rejects the
null hypothesis (see, e.g., Barry (1993), Eubank et al. (1995), Chen et al.
(1995)). The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a careful
discussion of the case p=d=2, which is most important from a practical
point of view. We introduce a qualitative measure for the hypothesis (1.5)
which is based on an empirical L2-distance between the model under the
null hypothesis and under the alternative. As an estimator of this distance
we propose a difference between the classical ANOVA sum of squares for
testing the corresponding hypothesis in a two-way layout with one obser-
vation per cell and a nonparametric variance estimator introduced by Hall
et al. (1991). Asymptotic normality of this statistic is shown under the null
hypothesis and under fixed alternatives. These results are illustrated by a
small simulation study and a data example in Section 3. In Section 4 we
mention some extensions of our method to the case of d3 predictors and
some applications to more general testing problems. Finally all proofs
(which are rather cumbersome) are deferred to the Appendix.
2. TESTING HYPOTHESES IN MODELS WITH TWO PREDICTORS
Throughout this section we assume that the response variable is observed
over a two dimensional lattice
[(t1i1 , t2i2)
T | 1iknk ; k=1, 2] (2.1)
as is often the case with image data or factorial designs, i.e.,
Yi1, i2= g(t1i1 , t2i2)+=i1, i2 (2.2)
(1iknk ; k=1, 2), where =i1, i2 are independent random variables with
mean 0 and variance Var(=i1 , i2)=_
2>0. It is further assumed that the
fourth moments of the errors exist and are uniformly bounded. The regres-
sion function g is supposed to be sufficiently smooth (see Theorem 4.3
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below) and for the design points we assume a SacksYlvisaker condition
(see Sacks and Ylvisaker (1970)) in each component, i.e.,
|
tij
0
h i (u) du=
j
ni
j=1, ..., ni , i=1, 2, (2.3)
where h1 and h2 are positive Lipschitz continuous functions of order #>12;
i.e., hi # Lip#[0, 1] (i=1, 2). We denote with h the product of the design
densities h1 and h2 . In general a decomposition of the form
g(t)=c0+c1(t1)+c2(t2)+c1, 2(t1 , t2) (2.4)
is not unique and we use the identifiability conditions
|
[0, 1]
cj (tj) hj (t j) dt j =0 ( j=1, 2)
(2.5)
|
[0, 1]
c1, 2(t1 , t2) hj (tj) dt j=|
[0, 1] 2
c1, 2(t1 , t2) h(t1 , t2) dt1 dt2
=0 ( j=1, 2)
which give
c0 =|
[0, 1] 2
g(t) h(t) dt, c1(t1)=|
[0, 1]
g(t1 , t2) h2(t2) dt2&c0 ,
c2(t2)=|
[0, 1]
g(t1 , t2) h1(t1) dt1&c0 ,
c1, 2(t1 , t2)=g(t1 , t2)&c1(t1)&c2(t2)&c0 .
Theoretical measures for the main effect (of t1) and interaction are obtained
from the classical ANOVA table in a two-way layout with one observation
per cell, that is
M 21, emp =
1
n1n2
:
n1
i1=1
(g i1 } & g } } )
2
(2.6)
M 22, emp=M
2
1, 2, emp=
1
n1n2
:
n1
i1=1
:
n2
i2=1
(gi1 , i2& g } i2& g i1 } + g } } )
2,
where gi1 , i2= g(ti1 , t i2), g i1 } =1n2 
n1
i2=1
gi1 , i2 , g } i2=1n1 
n1
i1=1
gi1 , i2 , and
g } } =1(n1n2) 
n1
i1=1
n2i2=1 gi1 , i2 . The following auxiliary result shows that
M2k, emp is the discrete analogue of the minimal L
2-distance between the
general model (1.4) and its best approximation by a function m # L2[0, 1]2
which satisfies the null hypothesis. The proof can be found in the Appendix.
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Lemma 2.1. Let g # Lip#[0, 1]2, #>0, nk  , and nk (n1+n2) 
’k # (0, ) (k=1, 2); then the empirical distance in (2.6) has the following
properties: M 2k, emp=0 if the hypothesis
H (1, ..., k)0 : c1, ..., k(t1 , ..., tk)#0 (k=1, 2) (2.7)
is satisfied. Moreover,
n2&k2 M
2
k, emp=M
2
k+O(n
&#
1 ) (k=1, 2), (2.8)
where
M 2k ={|[0, 1]
c21(t1) h1(t1) dt1
|
[0, 1] 2
c21, 2(t1 , t2) h(t1 , t2) dt1 dt2
if k=1
if k=2
={
|
[0, 1] \|[0, 1] g(t) h2(t2) dt2&|[0, 1] 2 g(t) h(t) dt+
2
h1(t1) dt1
if k=1
|
[0, 1] 2 \g(t)& :
2
j=1
|
[0, 1]
g(t) hj (t j) dtj+|
[0, 1]2
g(t) h(t) dt+
2
h(t) dt
if k=2.
Obviously the hypothesis of no main effect (of t1) or no interaction holds
if and only if M 21=0 or M
2
2=0, respectively. Observing Lemma 2.1 it is
therefore reasonable to base a test of the hypothesis (2.7) on an empirical
counterpart of M 2k, emp , which is simply the corresponding ANOVA statistic
in the two-way layout with one observation per cell, i.e.,
M 21 =
1
n1n2
:
n1
i1=1
(Y i1 } &Y } } )
2
(2.9)
M 22=
1
n1 n2
:
n1
i1=1
:
n2
i2=1
(Y i1, i2&Y i1 } &Y } i2+Y } } )
2.
A straightforward calculation shows that
E[M 2k]=M
2
k, emp+$n1, n2 _
2, k=1, 2, (2.10)
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where
$n1 , n2={\
1&
1
n1+
1
n2
\1& 1n1+\1&
1
n2+
if k=1
if k=2.
(2.11)
The term _2 in (2.10) can now be estimated using similar methods as in
Hall et al. (1990, 1991) and Dette et al. (1998). To this end define for l # N
the weights
:j=(&1) j \ lj+\
2l
l +
&12
, j=0, ..., l (2.12)
and a variance estimator by
_^2l =
1
8(n1&2l )(n2&2l )
_ :
n1&l
i1=l+1
:
n2&l
i2=l+1
:
1
r1=&1
:
1
r2=&1
\ :
l
j=0
:j Yi1+ jr1 , i2+ jr2+
2
. (2.13)
A simple version (l=1) of this estimator was also considered by Eubank
et al. (1995) and it will be shown in Section 4 that for a sufficiently smooth
regression function _^2l consistently estimates _
2 (see the proof of Lemma 4.1).
The construction of a test for the hypothesis (2.7) is now straightforward.
The hypothesis H (1)0 of no main effect is rejected for large values of the
statistic
T (1)n =M
2
1&$n1 , n2 _^
2
l , (2.14)
while the hypothesis of no interaction is rejected for large values of the
statistic
T (1, 2)n =M
2
2&$n1, n2 _^
2
l , (2.15)
where the constant $n1 , n2 is defined in (2.11). Under appropriate smooth-
ness assumptions for the regression and design density the statistics
T (1)n and T
(1, 2)
n are asymptotically normal distributed. More precisely, if
n1 , n2  , nk (n1+n2)  ’k # (0, ) (k=1, 2), we have
- n1 n2T (1)n w
D
N(0, 2_2) if M 21=0 (2.16)
- n1n2 T (1, 2)n w
D
N(0, *20) if M
2
2=0, (2.17)
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where N(0, {2) denotes a centered normal distribution with variance {2
and
*20=
_4
2 {\
2l
l +
&2
\4l2l+&1= . (2.18)
Moreover, asymptotic normality is also valid under any fixed alternative
M 2k>0 (k=1, 2), that is
- n1 n2(T (1)n &M 21, emp) w
D
N(0, 2_4+*21, 1) if M
2
1>0 (2.19)
- n1n2 (T (1, 2)n &M 22, emp) w
D
N(0, *20+*
2
1, 2) if M
2
2>0, (2.20)
where
*21, k=4_
2M 2k k=1, 2 (2.21)
and M 2k is defined in Lemma 2.1. The asymptotic normal law of the
statistics T (1)n and T
(1, 2)
n follows from Theorem 4.2 (see Section 4) which
establishes asymptotic normality of the corresponding statistics in the
general model (1.4) with d2 predictors and which will be proved in the
Appendix. The application of these results will be illustrated in the following
section.
Remark 2.2. It is worth mentioning that our approach can be generalized
to nonparametric regression models with heteroscedastic errors. The main
difficulty here is to obtain a bias of the test statistic, which vanishes at a
reasonably fast rate. We will illustrate the methodology for the statistic
T (1, 2)n under the hypothesis of no interaction H
(1, 2)
0 : c1, 2 #0. To be precise
let _2i1 , i2=_
2(ti1 , ti2 )=Var(=i1 , i2 ) denote the variance of the response at the
point (ti1 , ti2 ) and assume that the variance function is Lipschitz continuous
of order #> 12 . A similar analysis as used in the proof of Lemma 4.1 shows
that
E[_^2l ]=
1
(n1&2l )(n2&2l )
:
n1&1
i1=2
:
n2&1
i2=2
:
1
r2=&1
:
l
j=0
:2j _
2
i1+ jr1, i2+ jr2
+O \ 1n2#1 +
=
1
(n1&2l )(n2&2l )
:
n1&1
i1=2
:
n1&1
i2=2
_2i1, i2+O \ 1n1+#n ++O \
1
n2#1 + ,
where the second equality follows by a careful analysis of the possible cases
for (r1 , r2) # [&1, 0, 1]2. On the other hand the bias of the estimator M 22
is given by
E[M 22]=
1
n1n2
:
n1
i1=1
:
n2
i2=1
_2i1 , i2
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which yields
E[T (1, 2)n ]=O \ 1n1 +
1
n2+ .
Consequently - n1n2 (T (1, 2)n &M 22, emp) does not converge to a centered
normal distribution in the presence of heteroscedasticity.
A simple solution to this bias problem is obtained by using trimmed
means in the definition of the estimator M 2k , i.e.,
M 22 :=
1
(n1&2l )(n2&2l )
:
n1&l
i1=l+1
:
n1&l
i2=l+1
(Y i1 , i2&Y i1 } &Y } i2+Y } } )
2,
where Y i1 } =1(n2&2l ) 
n2&l
i2=l+1
Yi1 , i2 , Y } i2=1(n1&2l ) 
n1&l
i1=l+1
Yi1 , i2 , Y } }
=1((n1&2l )(n2&2l )) n1&li1=l+1 
n2&l
i2=l+1
Yi1 , i2 . Defining T
(1, 2)
n =M
2
2&_^
2
l
we obtain a bias of rate o(n&11 ), i.e.,
E[T (1, 2)n ]=O(n
&1&#
1 )+O(n
&2#
1 ),
and the asymptotic normality now follows by similar arguments as used in
the proof of Theorem 4.2, that is
- n1 n2 T (1, 2)n  N(0, * 20) if M 22=0,
where the limiting variance is now given by
* 20=
1
2 {\
2l
l +
&2
\4l2l+&1= |[0, 1]2 _4(t) h(t) dt.
We finally note that the L2-norm of the variance function can be consistently
estimated by
&_2&2l, :, n :=
1
8(n1&3l&1)(n2&3l&1)
:
n1&2l&1
i=l+1
:
n2&2l&1
j=l+1
:
1
r=&1
:
1
s=&1
_\ :
l
k1=0
:k1 Yi+k1 r, j+k1 s+
2
\ :
l
k2=0
:k2 Yi+k2 r+l+1, j+k2s+l+1+
2
and that a similar modification could be used in the statistic T (1)n for testing
the hypothesis of no main effect H (1)0 : c1 #0 in the heteroscedastic case.
Remark 2.3. Our method can be easily applied to the problem of testing
the hypothesis H (1)0 and H
(1, 2)
0 simultaneously, i.e.,
H (1)0, s : c1(t1)#0; c1, 2(t1 , t2)#0. (2.22)
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Note that H (1)0, s is valid if and only if M
2
1+M
2
2=0. These hypotheses
correspond to the problem of checking if the regression depends on t1 and
are called joint effects in the literature (see, e.g., Koch (1969, 1970), Brunner
and Puri (1996) or Akritas and Brunner (1997)). Because of the orthogonality
of the corresponding statistics M 21 and M
2
2 in the classical ANOVA decom-
position we consider as a statistic
W n=- n2 T (1)n +T (1, 2)n (2.23)
and it follows that W n is asymptotically normal, i.e.,
- n1 n2 (W n&- n2 M 21, emp&M 22, emp) w
D
N(0, *20+2_
4+4_2(M 21+M
2
2)).
(2.24)
3. SOME DATA EXAMPLES
In this section we illustrate the finite sample behavior of the proposed
test statistic by a simulation study and an application of the procedure to
a concrete data set.
3.1. Simulated Data
Example 3.1. Our first example considers the regression model
g(xi , yj)=cxi+ yj+x i ( yj&0.5) i=1, ..., n1 ; j=1, ..., n2 , (3.1)
where the design is the uniform distribution on the unit square and the
functions in the decomposition (1.4) are given by
c0 =0.5(c+1), c1(x)=c(x&0.5)
(3.2)
c2( y)=( y&0.5), c1, 2(x)=x( y&0.5).
We are interested in testing the main effect H (1)0 : c1(x)#0 which is equiv-
alent to c=0. The corresponding test rejects H (1)0 whenever
T (1)n
*
>u1&: , (3.3)
where T (1)n is defined in (2.14), u1&: denotes the (1&:)-quantile of the
standard normal distribution, and * is an estimator of the asymptotic
variance 2_4; for example, * =2_^4l , where _^
2
l is defined in (2.13). Recall that
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l denotes the order of the variance estimator _^2l . A larger order will usually
reduce the bias but increases the asymptotic variance (see the discussion at
the end of Section 4 or Dette et al. (1998)). In our simulation study we
used l=1. Moreover, it turns out that for finite sample sizes it is more
reasonable to work with the exact variance produced by the quadratic form
of T (1)n , which can be obtained by a straightforward but tedious computa-
tion, i.e.,
*0* 2=
2_4(n1&1)
n21 n
2
2 {1+
n1&1
256(n1&2)2 (n2&2)2
_[288n1n2&732(n1+n2)+1896]
&
3(n1&1)
2(n1&2)(n2&2) n1 n2
[n1n2&2n2&n1+3]= . (3.4)
Note that n1n22*0*
2 converges to 2_4 but there may be a substantial difference
between the expression (3.4) and its limit for small or moderate sample sizes.
Consequently the variance estimator * 2 in (3.3) is defined in the same way
as (3.4) where the unknown variance is replaced by its estimator _^2l in
(2.13) (with l=1).
TABLE I
Simulated Rejection Probabilities of the Test (3.3) of No Main Effect in the Regression Model
(3.1) with Decomposition (3.2) for Various Sample Sizes, Alternatives and Variances
(n1 , n2)
_2 c (5, 5) (10, 5) (5, 10) (10, 10) (20, 10) (10, 20) (20, 20)
0.5 0 0.045 0.036 0.052 0.052 0.044 0.047 0.049
0.027 0.017 0.038 0.027 0.022 0.034 0.029
1 0.324 0.448 0.647 0.855 0.973 0.995 1.000
0.252 0.368 0.566 0.796 0.957 0.992 1.000
2 0.882 0.986 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.822 0.975 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1 0 0.048 0.038 0.062 0.054 0.044 0.059 0.052
0.031 0.021 0.037 0.029 0.024 0.033 0.029
1 0.198 0.240 0.368 0.508 0.722 0.856 0.978
0.137 0.174 0.310 0.427 0.640 0.809 0.962
2 0.574 0.798 0.910 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.478 0.729 0.875 0.988 0.999 1.000 1.000
Note. The first rows correspond to the 50 and the second rows to the 2.50 level.
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Table I shows the simulated power of the test (3.3) in the model (3.1)
with decomposition (3.2) for various combinations of the parameters c
(=0, 1, 2), _2 (=0.5, 1), and (n1 , n2), where the first rows correspond to
a 50 and the second rows to a 2.50 level. The results are based on 5000
runs using a normally distributed error with mean 0 and variance _2. We
observe a relative accurate approximation of the level in most cases which
is independent of the size of the variance. Note that the quality of the
approximation is not symmetric in (n1 , n2) and less accurate if n1>n2
which reflects the nonsymmetry of the testing problem. On the other hand
there is no significant difference in the accuracy of the approximation
between the case n1=n2 and n1<n2 .
Example 3.2. Our second example considers the problem of testing a
simple main effect of the form (2.22). To this end simulated data according
to the model
g(xi , yj)=a sin xi+cos yj+b sin(x i+ y j&1)
i=1, ..., n1 ; j=1, ..., n2 (3.5)
were generated, where the design was uniform and the random error was
standard normal distributed. The functions in the decomposition (1.4) are
c0 =a(1&cos 1)+sin 1
c1(x)=a sin x+b(cos(x&1)&cos x)+a(cos 1&1)
(3.6)
c2( y)=cos y+b(cos( y&1)&cos y)&sin 1
c1, 2(x, y)=b[sin(x+ y&1)+cos x&cos(x&1)+cos y&cos( y&1)].
The hypothesis of no simple main effect of the x-component can now be
formulated as
H (1)0, s : c1(x)#0, c1, 2(x, y)#0 (3.7)
and the corresponding test statistic and its asymptotic distribution are given
by (2.23) and (2.24), respectively. Note that H (1)0, s is equivalent to a=b=0.
The hypothesis of no simple x-effect is rejected whenever
W n
* s
>u1&: , (3.8)
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where u1&: is the quantile of the standard normal distribution, W n is defined
in (2.23), and
* 2s =
2_^4l (n1&1)(n2&1)
n21n
2
2 {1+
(n1&1)(n2&1)
256(n1&2)2 (n2&2)2
_[288n1n2&732(n1+n2)+1896]&
4n1n2&3n1&3n2+1
2n1n2 =
+
2_^4l (n1&1)
n21n2 {1+
n1&1
256(n1&2)2 (n2&1)2
_[288n1n2&732(n1+n2)+1896]
&
3(n1&1)
2(n1&2)(n2&2) n1 n2
[n1n2&2n2&n1+3]= (3.9)
is the estimator of the asymptotic variance (here the first and second terms
correspond to the variance of T (1, 2)n and - n2 T (1)n , respectively). Table II
shows the simulated level of the test (3.8) for various sample size combina-
tions and alternatives. The conclusions drawn from Table II are similar to
the previous example. It is also worth mentioning that for small sample
sizes the approximation of the level is less accurate. In such cases we
propose approximating the distribution of the statistic W n in (2.23) by a
/2a&a distribution, where a is chosen as a=*
2
s 2 and *
2
s is defined in (3.9).
Table III shows a few results for the simulated level in these cases. It also
includes the case (n1 , n2)=(4, 4), which will be important in the data
example of the following section, and the corresponding /2-approximation
of the statistic T (1)n considered in the first example. We observe a substantial
improvement of the approximation when simple main effects are tested and
a minor improvement in the situation of Example 3.1. Of course a better
approximation can be obtained by matching more moments with a b(/2a&a)
distribution or by applying the critical value approximation proposed by
Buckley and Eagleson (1988).
3.2. Data Example
In this subsection we illustrate the method by analyzing parts of an
experiment which was run by Chen et al. (1989) to determine optimum
storage conditions for freshly harvested red delicious apples. The apples
used in this experiment were harvested on the same day from four different
orchards located in the Mid-Columbia district in the Pacific Northwest of
the United States. The explanatory variables are x, the number of weeks in
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TABLE II
Simulated Rejection Probabilities of the Test (3.8) of No Simple Main Effect in the Regression
Model (3.5) with Decomposition (3.6) for Various Simple Sizes and Alternatives
(n1 , n2)
a b (5, 5) (10, 5) (5, 10) (10, 10) (20, 10) (10, 20) (20, 20)
0 0 0.072 0.052 0.064 0.050 0.047 0.054 0.052
0.051 0.028 0.041 0.027 0.023 0.027 0.025
0 1 0.164 0.177 0.258 0.374 0.519 0.697 0.915
0.115 0.123 0.204 0.287 0.428 0.633 0.876
0 2 0.390 0.568 0.763 0.949 0.998 0.999 1.000
0.321 0.494 0.706 0.927 0.997 0.999 1.000
1 0 0.135 0.145 0.208 0.291 0.433 0.583 0.834
0.097 0.101 0.160 0.224 0.339 0.504 0.776
1 1 0.376 0.553 0.711 0.927 0.997 0.999 1.000
0.309 0.476 0.644 0.896 0.995 0.999 1.000
1 2 0.697 0.918 0.975 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.627 0.883 0.965 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 0 0.335 0.501 0.645 0.893 0.993 0.998 1.000
0.275 0.419 0.576 0.845 0.988 0.996 1.000
2 1 0.677 0.911 0.965 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.606 0.873 0.946 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 2 0.901 0.996 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.864 0.993 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Note. The first rows correspond to the 50 level and the second rows to the 2.50 level.
The variance of the error distribution is given by _2=1.
TABLE III
Simulated Level of the Tests (3.3) and (3.8) Based
on a /2a&a Distribution
(n1 , n2) (4, 4) (5, 5) (10, 5) (5.10)
Example 3.1 0.042 0.040 0.041 0.047
(c1 #0) 0.020 0.023 0.020 0.023
Example 3.2 0.061 0.053 0.053 0.047
(c1 #0, c12 #0) 0.034 0.032 0.025 0.023
Note. The first rows correspond to the 50 level and the
second rows to the 2.50 level.
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storage after harvested (14 weeks) and y, the storage temperature (0, 4.4,
12.8, 20% C) which corresponds to a 4_4 factorial design. Chen et al. (1989)
were interested in three response variables: Y1 , flesh firmness; Y2 , amount
of extractable juice (ml100g fluid weight); Y3 , internal ethylene composi-
tion of the apples (ppm) where the data under a particular experimental
design are given by a mean of the four different orchards. The data are
given in Table IV and were kindly provided by A. I. Khuri. Table V shows
the p-values corresponding to the test of the different hypotheses discussed
in Sections 2 and 3. The first three columns are the nonparametric analogue
of the common analysis of variance for quantitative factors. We observe
that there is no significant interaction between storage time and temper-
ature. The storage time has a significant influence on the flesh firmness
(Y1), while there is no impact on the amount of extractable juice (Y2) and
internal ethylene composition (Y3) observable. On the other hand the
storage temperature has a significant influence on all responses Y1 , Y2 , Y3 .
Testing simple main effects as proposed in Section 3.2 basically reflects
these results. We observe no significant impact of storage time and a
significant dependence of the temperature on the three responses.
TABLE IV
Experimental Design and Response Variables for
Parts of an Experiment Conducted by
Chen et al. (1989)
x y Y1 Y2 Y3
1 0.0 62.97 74.625 2.4231
2 0.0 61.72 72.375 2.2056
3 0.0 59.19 74.625 3.0391
4 0.0 60.26 74.000 3.0651
1 4.4 58.89 74.750 3.6503
2 4.4 58.16 73.650 3.8859
3 4.4 58.31 74.000 3.8735
4 4.4 55.66 74.375 4.2243
1 12.8 56.62 72.750 7.2974
2 12.8 52.41 71.625 9.1282
3 12.8 41.81 71.000 10.1282
4 12.8 37.18 70.625 10.9003
1 20.0 55.90 72.250 8.8857
2 20.0 44.66 71.000 11.4502
3 20.0 39.17 69.625 12.5699
4 20.0 32.51 69.000 13.1997
Note. x, storage time; y, storage temperature;
Y1 , flesh firmness; Y2 , extractable juice; Y3 , internal
ethylene composition.
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TABLE V
p-Values of the Tests for Various Hypotheses in the Model (2.4) for the
‘‘Red Delicious’’ Data Obtained by Chen et al. (1989)
Output c1 #0 c2 #0 c12 #0 c1 #0, c12 #0 c2 #0, c12 #0
Y1 0.055 0.000 0.794 0.378 0.004
Y2 0.421 0.000 0.907 0.824 0.001
Y3 0.648 0.000 0.961 0.948 0.001
4. HIGH DIMENSIONAL PREDICTORS AND TESTS FOR
GENERALIZED HYPOTHESES
The approach explained in Section 2 can be readily transferred to high-
dimensional predictors and to other testing problems. The basic idea is
to use the classical ANOVA decomposition in the d-way layout with one
observation per cell. The test statistic for the hypothesis (1.5) is simply the
difference between the classical sum of squares for the corresponding inter-
action in the ANOVA and a nonparametric variance estimator. In Section
4.1, we will prove asymptotic normality under the null hypothesis and any
alternative. Moreover, the orthogonality of the ANOVA decomposition
yields asymptotically independent test statistics for the different hypotheses.
Consequently, testing procedures for simultaneous hypothesis can easily be
obtained by combining the corresponding tests for simultaneous hypotheses.
We will illustrate this general methodology by an example in Section 4.2.
4.1. Testing Interactions with High-Dimensional Predictors
In the general case of d2 predictors we assume that the response
variable
Yi1 , ..., id= g(t1i1 , ..., tdid )+=i1 , ..., id (4.1)
is observed over a d-dimensional lattice
[(t1i1 , ..., tdid )
T | 1iknk ; k=1, ..., d]/[0, 1]d. (4.2)
For the design points we assume the SacksYlvisaker condition (2.3) with
a positive, Lipschitz continuous density for each component. Introducing
the notation hj1 , ..., jl=>
l
i=1 hji for the product of the design densities hj1 , ..., hjl ,
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the identifiability conditions in the decomposition (1.4) of the regression
model (1.1) are defined as
|
[0, 1] l
cj1 , ..., jk (tj1 , ..., tjk ) h:1 , ..., :l (t:1 , ..., t:l ) dt:1 } } } dt:l=0 (4.3)
for all 1kp, 1lk, [:1 , ..., :l][ j1 , ..., jk]. We will always assume
a decomposition of the form (1.4) such that (4.3) is satisfied without
mentioning this explicitly. Note that this decomposition is an analogue of
the classical Hoeffding decomposition of U-statistics (see, e.g., Serfling
(1980, p. 178)).
Following the arguments in the case d=2 it is reasonable to base a test
of the hypothesis (1.5) on the corresponding statistic in the ANOVA for the
multi-factor case. To this end define Y=(Yi1 , ..., id | 1iknk ; k=1, ..., d )
T
as the n=>dk=1 nk -dimensional vector of observations and
M 2k=
1
>dj=1 nj
YT \}
k
j=1
Rnj }
d
j=k+1
1
nj
Jnj+ Y, (4.4)
where AB denotes the Kronecker product of the matrices A and B, Im
is the m_m unit matrix, Jm is the m_m matrix with all elements equal to
one, and Rm=Im& 1m Jm . Let gi1 , ..., id= g(t1i1 , ..., tdid ) and G=(gi1 , ..., id |
1iknk ; k=1, ..., d )T denote the corresponding vector of expectations in
(4.1); then it is easy to see that
E[M 2k]=M
2
k, emp+$n1 , ..., nd _
2, (4.5)
where
M 2k, emp =M
2
1, ..., k, emp
=
1
>dj=1 n j
GT \}
k
j=1
Rnj }
d
j=k+1
1
nj
Jnj+ G, (4.6)
and
$n1 , ..., nd= ‘
k
j=1
(nj&1) ‘
d
j=1
n&1j . (4.7)
Finally, the test statistic for the hypothesis
H (1, ..., k)0 : c1, ..., k(t1 , ..., tk)#0 (4.8)
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in the case of d2 predictors is defined by
T (1, ..., k)n =M
2
k&$n1 , ..., nd _^
2
l , (4.9)
where _^2l is an estimator of the variance _
2 in (4.5); i.e.,
_^2l =
1
(3d&1) >dj=1 (nj&2l )
_ :
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
:
1
r1=&1
} } } :
1
rd=&1
\ :
l
j=0
:jYi1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd+
2
(4.10)
(here the weights :l are defined in (2.12)). Note that a similar reasoning as
used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows
nk+1 } } } ndM 2k, emp=M
2
k+O(n
&#
1 ), (4.11)
where
M 2k=|
[0, 1] k
c21, ..., k(t1 , ..., tk) dt1 } } } dtk
and that the hypothesis (4.8) is valid if and only if M 2k=0. The following
results show that the statistic T (1, ..., k)n consistently estimates M
2
k and
specifies the asymptotic distribution of T (1, ..., k)n . Consequently a consistent
test is obtained by rejecting the hypothesis H (1, ..., k)0 for large values of the
statistic T (1, ..., k)n .
Lemma 4.1. If the regression function g is s-times and the design density
h is (s&1)-times continuously differentiable, nk   and nk dl=1 nl 
’k # (0, ) (k=1, ..., d ), then
E[_^2l ]&_
2=O(n&2(s 7 l )),
Var[_^2l ]=O \ 1nd1+ .
Theorem 4.2. Let the regression function g be s-times and the design density
h be (s&1)-times continuously differentiable such that s 7 l>(2d&k)4,
nk  , nk dj=1 nj  ’k # (0, ) (k=1, ..., d ), where l denotes the order of
the variance estimator in (4.10).
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(a) Assume that k<d; then
(n1 } } } nk)12 nk+1 } } } nd (T (1, ..., k)n &M
2
k, emp) w
D
N(0, 2_4+*21, k), (4.12)
where N(0, *2) denotes a centered normal distribution with variance *2 and
*21, k=4_
2M 2k . (4.13)
(b) If k=d, then we have
(n1 } } } nd)12 (T (1, ..., k)n &M
2
d, emp) w
D
N(0, *20+*
2
1, d), (4.14)
where
*20=
4_4
3d&1 {\
2l
l +
&2
\4l2l+&1= (4.15)
and *21, d is defined by (4.13).
Remark 4.3. It is worth mentioning that the assumption of differen-
tiability for the design density h in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 can be
omitted by considering a different variance estimator which adapts more
sophistically to the situation of not equally spaced data. In this case the
weights also depend on the predictor and reduce to the form (2.12) in the
case of an equally spaced design (i.e., h#1). For more details we refer to
the work of Gasser et al. (1986) and Dette et al. (1998) who derived corre-
sponding expressions for a one-dimensional predictor, which can easily be
generalized to the situation considered here. For the sake of transparency
we present our results and proofs under this additional smoothness
assumption for the design density but the reader should be aware that this
requirement could be omitted by using modified variance estimators.
Remark 4.4. Note that in the case k<d the asymptotic distribution
in Theorem 4.2 does not depend on the specific choice of the variance
estimator. If k=d the order l of the variance estimator (4.10) appears in
the asymptotic variance and it might be of interest to investigate the power
of the corresponding test as a function of l. A straightforward calculation
shows that the power of the set for the hypothesis (4.8) is decreasing with
*20 , which itself is increasing with l. Consequently, smaller values of l yield
asymptotically more efficient procedures. On the other hand a larger order
l diminishes the bias of T (1, ..., k)n and in realistic sample sizes bias and
variance have to be taken into account (even if the bias is asymptotically
of smaller order than the variance). For a detailed discussion of these
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effects in the context of variance estimation for the one-dimensional regres-
sion we refer to Dette et al. (1998). Based on our numerical experience we
recommend for d=2 the order l=1 for a smooth or l=2 for a more
oscillating regression function. For three- and four-dimensional predictors
the order l=3 is recommended.
4.2. Testing Interactions of the Same Order Simultaneously
This generalization is concerned with the hypothesis that all interactions
of order kp vanish in the model (1.4), i.e.,
H (k)0 : ci1 , ..., ik(ti1 , ..., tik)#0 \1i1< } } } <ikd. (4.16)
Note that in the special case p=2, k=2 the hypothesis in (4.16) is equivalent
to the hypothesis of additivity, which was already discussed extensively in the
literature (see, e.g., Barry (1993), Eubank et al. (1995)). For the general case
let T ( j1 , ..., jk)n denote the statistic in (4.9) corresponding to the hypothesis
H ( j1 , ..., jk)
0
: cj1 , ..., jk (tj1 , ..., tjk)#0
and define
V n= :
1 j1< } } } < jkd
T ( j1 , ..., jk)n . (4.17)
Similarly, let M 2j1 , ..., jk , emp denote the empirical measure in (4.6) correspond-
ing to the indices ( j1 , ..., jk) and define
N 2k, emp= :
1 j1< } } } < jkd
M 2j1 , ..., jk , emp . (4.18)
Then a similar reasoning as given in Sections 2 and 4 yields that
nk+1 } } } ndN 2k, emp converges to
N 2k := :
1 j1< } } } < jkd
>ds=k+1 ’s
>s # [1, ..., d]"[ j1 , ..., jk] ’s
_|
[0, 1]k
c2j1 , ..., jk(t j1 , ..., t jk) dt j1 } } } dtjk
which vanishes if and only if H (k)0 is valid. The asymptotic normality of V n
now follows along the lines given in the proof of Theorem 4.3. More
precisely, we have in the case k<d (kp)
(n1 } } } nk)12 nk+1 } } } nd (V n&N 2k, emp) w
D
N(0, \2k), (4.19)
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where
\2k= :
1 j1< } } } < jkd
>dl=k+1 ’ l
>s # [1, ..., d]"[ j1 , ..., jk] ’s
[2_4+4_2M 2k]. (4.20)
Finally, in the case k= p=d the hypothesis H (d )0 coincides with the hypo-
thesis H (1, ..., d )0 . Consequently, we have N
2
d, emp=M
2
d, emp , V n=T
(1, ..., d )
n
and the asymptotic normality of Vn is obtained from the second part of
Theorem 4.2. The corresponding test rejects the hypothesis (4.16) for large
values of the statistic V n .
APPENDIX A
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For the sake of simplicity we consider only the
case k=2. Further, let gi1 , i2= g(ti1 , t i2), g } i2=1n1 
n1
i1=1
gi1 , i2 , g } } =
1n1 n2 n1i1=1 
n2
i2=1
gi1 , i2 , etc. By (2.6) we have
M 22, emp=
1
n1n2
:
n1
i1=1
:
n2
i2=1
[gi1 , i2& g i1 } & g } i2+ g } } ]
2 (A.1)
which is obviously 0 under the null hypothesis; i.e.,
gi1 , i2=c0+ai1+bi2 . (A.2)
Now the Ho lder continuity of g implies
M 22, emp=M
2
2+O(n
&#
1 ) (A.3)
which proves the assertion (2.8) in the case where k=2. The remaining
statement for k=1 is similar and left to the reader. K
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Recall the notation gi1 , ..., id= g(ti1 , ..., tid); then a
straightforward calculation shows that
E[_^2l ]=
1
(3d&1) >dj=1 (nj&2l )
_ :
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
:
1
r1=&1
} } } :
1
rd=&1
{\ :
l
j=0
:j gi1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd+
2
+E \ :
l
j=0
:j=i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd+
2
=
=E1+E2 . (A.4)
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For the first term we have by the differentiability assumptions and the
definition of the weights in (2.12)
E1=O(n&2(s 7 l )). (A.5)
For the second term we obtain fro the independence of the errors
E2 =
1
(3d&1) >dj=1 (n j&2l )
_ :
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
:
1
r1=&1
} } } :
1
rd=&1
:
l
j=0
:2j E[=
2
i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd
]=_2
and the first assertion of Lemma 4.1 follows. The second part is obtained
by similar arguments and is left to the reader. K
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is performed in several
steps. At first we derive an asymptotic equivalent matrix representation of
the variance estimator _^2l , then we determine the asymptotic variance of
T (1, ..., k)n , and finally we establish asymptotic normality of T
(1, ..., k)
n applying
Theorem 5.2 of de Jong (1987).
Step 1 (Asymptotic Matrix Representation of _^2l ). A straightforward
calculation shows that for any vector (r1 , ..., rd)T # [&1, 0, 1]d we have
op(n&d21 )=
1
>dj=1 (nj&2l )
:
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
(=2i1 , ..., id&=
2
i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd
)
(A.6)
op(n&d21 )=
1
>dj=1 (nj&2l )
:
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
[=i1 , ..., id =i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd
&=i1+sr1 , ..., id+srd =i1+( j+s) r1 , ..., id+( j+s) rd] (A.7)
(s=1, ..., l ) and consequently the estimator _^2l in (4.10) can be rewritten as
follows
_^2l =
1
(3d&1) >dj=1 (n j&2l )
_ :
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
:
1
r1=&1
} } } :
1
rd=&1
{\ :
l
j=0
:j gi1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd+
2
+\ :
l
j=0
:j= i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd+
2
=+op(n&d21 )
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=
1
>dj=1 (nj&2l ) {;0 :
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
=2i1 , ..., id+
1
3d&1
_ :
l
j=1
;j :
1
r1=&1
} } } :
1
rd=&1
:
n1&l
i1=l+1
} } } :
nd&l
id=l+1
=i1 , ..., id =i1+ jr1 , ..., id+ jrd =
+op(n&d21 )+Op(n
&(s 7 l )
1 )
=
1
>dj=1 (nj&2l )
=T \;0Q0+ 13d&1 :
l
s=1
;sQs+ =+op(n&d21 )
=
1
>dj=1 (nj&2l )
=TQ=+op(n&d21 ), (A.8)
where we used a similar argument as in the derivation of Eq. (A.5) and
s 7 l>d2&k4. Here ==((=i1 , ..., =id) | 1iknk ; k=1, ..., d ) is the vector
of errors, the last line defines the matrix Q, ;0=li=0 :
2
i =1, ;s=
2 l&si=0 :i :i+s (s=1, ..., l ), the matrices Q0 , Q1 , ..., Ql are given by
Q0 =}
d
j=1
Q (nj )
0
(A.9)
Qs=}
k
j=1
Q (nj)s &}
k
j=1
Q (nj )0 , s=1, ..., l, (A.10)
and the matrices Q (nj)0 , Q
(nj)
s are defined by
0
. . .
0
1  l+1
Q(nj)0 =
. . . # Rnj_nj
1  nj&l
0
. . .
0
A A
l+1 nj&l
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Q(nj )
s
=
0 } } } } } } } } } 0
# Rnj_nj
b
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 0 } } } } } } 0 0
1 0 } } } 0 1 0 } } } 0 1  l+1
1 0 } } } 0 1 0 } } } 0 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 } } } 0 1 0 } } } 0 1  nj&l
0 } } } } } } } } } 0 } } } } } } 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
0
0
. . . b
0 } } } } } } 0
A A A A
l+1&s l+1 l+1+s nj&l+s
(s=1, ..., l ) (all other elements in this matrix are 0). Observing the defini-
tion of the matrix
P=}
k
j=1
Rnj }
d
j=k+1
1
nj
Jnj
in (4.4) we finally obtain for the test statistic the asymptotic representation
T (1, ..., k)n =
1
>dj=1 nj
[YTPY&$n1 , ..., nd =
TQ=]+op(n&d+k21 ), (A.11)
where $n1 , ..., nd is defined in (4.7).
Step 2 (The Asymptotic Variance of T (1, ..., k)n ). Let G=((gi1 , ..., gid ) |
1iknk ; k=1, ..., d )T and recall that ==Y&G is the vector of centered
observations. From (A.11) and (4.6) we have
T (1, ..., k)n &M
2
k, emp =
1
>dj=1 nj
[Y TPY&$n1 , ..., nd=
TQ=
&GTQ=&GTPG]+op(n&d+k21 )
=
1
>dj=1 nj
[=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q) =+2G
TP=]+op(n&d+k21 ).
(A.12)
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The calculation of the variance of the asymptotic equivalent statistic
T n=
1
>dj=1 nj
[=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q) =+2G
TP=] (A.13)
can now be performed by a straightforward but cumbersome application of
formula (16) in whittle (1964) (see Derbort (1997)), which gives for the
first term
1
>kj=1 n j
Var(=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q) =)=
1
>kj=1 n j
Var(=TP=)+o(1)=2_4+o(1)
(A.14)
if k<d, and for k=d
1
>dj=1 nj
Var(=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q) =)=
2_4
3d&1
:
l
j=1
;2j +o(1)
=
8_4
3d&1
:
l
j=1 \ :
l& j
i=0
: i:i+1+
2
+o(1)
=
4_4
3d&1 \\
2l
l +
&2
\4l2l+&1++o(1)
=*20+o(1), (A.15)
where the last equality follows from an identity in Hall et al. (1990). For
the variance of the second term we have from (4.11)
1
>kj=1 nj
Var(2GTP=)=4_2 ‘
d
j=k+1
nj } M 2k, emp
=*21, k+O(n
&#
1 ). (A.16)
If the null hypothesis is valid, then the term in (A.16) vanishes and we
obtain from (A.13), (A.14)
‘
k
j=1
nj ‘
d
j=k+1
n2j Var(T n)={2_
4+o(1)
*20+o(1)
if k<d
if k=d.
(A.17)
In the remaining case M 2k>0 both standardizing terms are of the same
order and it is necessary to determine the covariance between the two
terms in (A.13). Observing that there are at most a finite number of
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nonvanishing diagonal elements in the matrix P&$n1 , ..., nd Q and that the
components of the vector PG are of order o(1) it is straightforward to show
1
>kj=1 n j
Cov(=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q) =, G
TP=)=o(1) (A.18)
in the case M 2k>0. Consequently we obtain from (A.15), (A.16), and (A.18)
‘
k
j=1
nj ‘
d
j=k+1
n2j Var(T n)={*
2
0+*
2
1, d+o(1)
2_4+*21, k+o(1)
if k=d
if k<d.
(A.19)
Step 3 (Asymptotic Normality of T n). We finally prove the assertion of
Theorem 4.2 for the statistic T n defined in (A.13). The statement of the
theorem then follows from (A.12). To this end let Q denote the matrix
obtained from the matrix
Q=;0Q0+
1
3d&1
:
l
s=1
;sQs
by changing the diagonal elements such that the resulting matrix P&$n1 , ..., ndQ
has vanishing diagonal elements. Note that this requires only a finite number
of changes. Under the null hypothesis we have
‘
k
j=1
n12j ‘
d
j=k+1
njT n= ‘
k
j=1
n&12j =
T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q ) =+op(1), (A.20)
where the last equality is obtained from
0=M 2k, emp= ‘
d
j=1
n&1j G
TPG= ‘
d
j=1
n&1j &PG&
2
and the definition of Q . The asymptotic normality of the quadratic form on
the right side of (A.20) now follows from Theorem 5.2 in de Jong (1987).
To this end define
W = ‘
k
j=1
1
- nj
=T (P&$n1 , ..., nd Q ) ===
TW=; (A.21)
then the discussion in Step 2 shows that under the null hypothesis H (k)0 : M
2
k=0
Var(W )={2_
4+o(1)
*20+o(1)
if k<d
if k=d,
(A.22)
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where *20 is defined in (4.15). For the elements of the n_n matrix
W=(wij)ni, j=1 (n=>
d
j=1nj) we have by a straightforward calculation
:
n
j=1
w2ij =O((n1 } } } nk)
&1), (A.23)
:
n
j=1
|wij |=O((n1 } } } nk)&12). (A.24)
Conditions (1) and (2) in de Jong’s Theorem 5.2 follow from (A.23) and
(A.24) and the fact that the components of the vector = are independent.
Similarly assumption (3) is established by an application of Gerschgorin’s
theorem and we obtain from Theorem 5.2 in de Jong (1987) that under the
null hypothesis
W wD N(0, *2), (A.25)
where *2=2_4 or *2=*20 corresponding to the cases k<d and k=d,
respectively. An application of (A.12), (A.13), (A.20), (A.21), and (A.25)
now proves the assertion of Theorem 4.2 under the null hypothesis. Under
the alternative M 2k>0 the arguments are similar and the assertion follows
by a careful inspection of the proof of the results in de Jong (1987). More
precisely, the vector
‘
k
j=1
1
- nj \
=T(P&$n1 , ..., nd Q ) =
2GTP= + (A.26)
is written as a sum of (two-dimensional) martingale differences and asymptotic
normality now follows from general results for these sequences (see, e.g.,
Basu (1980)) in the same manner as de Jong (1987) applied the results of
Brown and Heyde (1970) for the first component W of (A.26). The state-
ment of Theorem 4.2 in the case M 2k>0 finally follows from the Crame r
Wold device. K
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